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Phone 0049 211 280733 19

Fax 0049 211 280733 22

Internet www.glassglobal.com/glassglobal-consulting.html

 

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Mr. Andrè Ommer 

gesellschaftender Geschäftsführer 
Phone: 0049 211 280733 0 
Fax: 0049 211 280733 22 

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
glass global consulting is a new spin-off of GG Community - www.glassglobal.com - the leading internet glass community.

We will help you analyzing and benchmarking your glass production and run projects to reduce costs (with energy costs in particular), minimize CO2
and NOx emissions (with additional returns through emission trading schemes), increase efficiencies, enhance glass quality and optimize productivity.

glass global consulting is a team of professionals with technical, commercial and marketing expertise within glass and works in close cooperation with
competent partners. 
 

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
glass global consulting GmbH is a German company, headquartered in Düsseldorf. To provide you with a technically sophisticated service, we include
engineers of glass technology, business experts and programmers in our team. Main topics of the company are the contribution and generation of
information for the global glass industry and its suppliers. 

Our Network is completed by glasglobal.com featuring a comprehensive company database, Trade Market, Job Market, Consultancy as well as
Technical Glass Calculations and Calculations about thermal behaviour. You can rely on our long international experience in sales and technique as
well as on our glass specialists.

Company Profile of glass global consulting GmbH

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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